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The UK Maths Trust2 organises competitions, mentoring and other enrichment activities for talented and enthusiastic school-aged mathematicians. One strand is a training
programme for the country’s top young mathematicians to introduce them to challenging
problems, enjoyable in their own right, but also the focus of international competitions.
The International Mathematical Olympiad is the original and most prestigious such event,
now in its 56th year. About a hundred countries send teams of up to six contestants. I
was fortunate to have the chance to take part during sixth-form, and this year I led the
training for the UK team to take part in the IMO in Chiang Mai, Thailand. The following
report, which tries to offer a light-hearted account of the range of things which happen at
this sort of competition and during the final stages of our preparation, originally appeared
in four instalments with some pictures on my blog3 .

Tuesday 30th June
Tuesday is the hottest day of the year in the UK. Transporting 25kg of blazers and polo
shirts through central London lives up to my expectations, but at least there is news of
the ‘wrong type of heat’ for the rails of the Heathrow Connect to provide comic relief. Our
flight to Kuala Lumpur is surprisingly cold, but uneventful. Something’s not working with
my screen, so I watch the second half of The Imitation Game, and then the first half, before
giving in to my end-of-term sleep debt for far longer than planned, probably infuriating
those members of the group unable to find rest on flights.

Wednesday 1st July
Confusingly in equal measure to those who have slept and those who haven’t, it’s evening
in humid Malaysia. The nine members of our group are met by a minibus designed for
nine people with no luggage. Jill and Lawrence act as human suitcase barriers while Joe
has to squeeze around the gear-stick, a device not frequently required in the KL rush hour.
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Our home for the next week is Putrajaya, a planned city between KL and the airport,
characterised by stalled construction projects, and giant but under-used snaking highways.
The endless roundabouts and rumble strips evoke fond memories of journeys on the X5
through Milton Keynes. This is one of the cheapest places in the world for five-star hotels,
on account of a perhaps predictable disparity between optimistic supply and negligible
demand.
Our initial impressions of Nexus International School are much more positive, with beautiful grounds, and a well-equipped boarding block, with an absurd abundance of giant beanbags. Alison, the headteacher, welcomes us and directs us towards a Malaysian restaurant
where the satay is generous, and the curry laksa fiery enough even for Geoff’s exacting
taste. The students seem to have exhausted their mathematical appetites with trig exercises on the plane, so content themselves with cards and the school’s interesting (and
nostalgic for some) collection of late-90s video games, while trying to guess how bad their
jetlag will be tomorrow.

Thursday 2nd July
The UK adults seem to have slept for about four hours combined, so the theme of the day is
coffee. After a leisurely start, we’re off for a tour of Putrajaya, a city of pink mosques and
white elephants. While we wait, some of the team try to do the entire geometry section of
the 2000 IMO shortlist using areal co-ordinates. I side with Warren regarding contempt for
such methods, but it passes the time, though Sam and Neel also take the opportunity to
make friends with a parrot, following Geoff’s extensive introduction to Asian ornithology.
Our boat trip around the man-made lake features an inaudible commentary about the
waterside buildings, whose architecture combines Space Age with classical Islamic style
very strikingly. The sequence of not-quite-complete bridges is crying out to be turned into
an Euler-esque networks problem. After an infinite volume of Chinese seafood, the team
leave Geoff and Jill to digest and explore further on foot. We do finally find the giant
cenotaph-like sundial at the centre of the botanical gardens but even among this sizeable
group of mathematicians, only Harvey is able to work out how to interpret it correctly.
Geoff concludes the afternoon by delivering a session on ‘the power of Power of a Point’,
though wastes the opportunity for a triple pun by using the whiteboard rather than Powerpoint. Meanwhile, the Australians have arrived, and shortly there are new faces to meet
and lots of catching up to attend to.
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Friday 3rd July4
We’re up early for the start of business proper, our first practice exam. The IMO takes
place over two days, and on each day the students sit an exam lasting 4.5 hours with three
questions. The first question each day should be accessible to all the contestants, while
the third question is supposed to be very taxing, and normally at most a handful of the
several hundred students achieve a full score. For the next five days, our two teams will be
tackling a paper of this kind each morning.
4.5 hours is a long time, and we’ve arranged for refreshments. A curious bright green cake
arrives, along with apple and aloe vera juice, for those who like the fresh taste of fruit to
be accompanied by the fresh aroma of baby wipes. Meanwhile Geoff heads off to Thailand
to join the other leaders and begin the process of setting this year’s IMO papers.
So I have an afternoon of solo marking lined up, which isn’t as bad as it might sound,
since the UK team are off to an excellent start, in particular offering a delightful range of
classical, inversive and trigonometric solutions to a geometry problem. Most of them have
enough time to make substantial progress through the final question concerning polynomials
and cope fine with the analytic aspects, despite the fact that they won’t meet any of
this material properly until university. We only need a brief discussion of each other’s
solutions before dinner, which rather descends into a contest to eat the largest number of
ribs. Australian Alex Gunning already has two IMO gold medals, but I’m sure he relishes
equally earning the victor ludorum title here too.

Saturday 4th July
The morning brings double embarrassment. My weekend alarm is still on UK time, so
I arrive at the practice exam a) late; and b) to discover that I’d already set a question
from today’s paper for one of our selection tests in May. Andrew and I scramble to find a
suitable replacement in the knowledge that this day can only get better.
The end of the exam brings news from the UK, in the form of an article about Joe in The
Guardian 5 , featuring punditry from Geoff, and a cameo quotation from Warren, quashing
some of the more ludicrous claims in another recent account6 , which, though entertaining,
is about as reliable as The Sunday Sport. Neel spends much of the rest day standing in
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front of a blackboard staring slightly off to the left into a strategically-placed desk lamp,
practising for when his own moment of fame, and accompanying photoshoot comes about.
The UK students have lived up to their star billing, producing some stylish solutions to an
algebra question, and marking is pain-free. After a slightly questionable Indonesian meal,
Jill and I try to find the fruit our team have requested as exam refreshments. The closest
thing I can find to grapes are kedondong, and these turn out to be almost entirely unlike
grapes, with a hard leathery outside covering a hard woody inside. Harvey is unimpressed.

Sunday 5th July
These exams are not supposed to be especially comfortable, but those among us who
sampled the chilli and peanut sauce last night now have 4.5 painful hours to ponder the
consequences of our decisions. Today’s scripts are also rather bloated, with a set of competent but vague combinatorics essays to wade through. If Wagner wrote mathematical
arguments, they would be like this: impressive length, with occasional dramatic conclusions
separated by long passages where nothing of any importance really happens.
Wanting a break from the eternal air conditioning, Sam, Lawrence and I head for a walk
through the steamy path leading up the hill through the jungle behind the school. It doesn’t
really lead anywhere except a radio mast, so we soon find ourselves back in the diplomatic
precinct. This poses a map-reading challenge since every street is called ‘Diplomatic Street’.
Furthermore, one cannot rely on landmarks since, despite the Malaysian government’s
prompts, only Iraq has actually got round to building an embassy here.
I am pleased to see that our students are eating the kedondong, if only as the bankruptcy
forfeit for their endless poker game, which I’m also pleased to see has displaced some of
the more inane card games beloved at maths camps.

Monday 6th July
To mix things up, today the UK students have chosen an exam paper for the Australians
which they mark in the early afternoon, and vice versa. The point of this exercise is to force
the students to realise first-hand what makes written work easy to understand, or otherwise.
Warren and Lawrence have a number of subtle ‘case bashes’ to check, but Australians
Jeremy and Seyoon have the short straw, with another set of UK essays, this time about
moving dominos around. However, they’ve really engaged with what our students have and
haven’t done, so when Andrew and I check that everything is in order, there are no major
surprises. This leaves time for me to give a short talk on the Lovász Local Lemma7 , which
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is fairly well-received, though
√ everyone seems surprised that so much extra machinery gets
you only an extra factor of 2 on the lower bound for Ramsey numbers.
As we have a bit more free time, Jill and I take the opportunity to visit Putrajaya’s two
giant mosques. Jill’s efforts to dress ‘decently’ are in vain, as she is compelled to wear
a giant burgundy hooded coverall for the duration. The stark ‘iron mosque’ includes a
shopping arcade, and its main prayer room can fit 25,000 worshippers, who are I’m sure
grateful for the air-conditioning hidden, our guide tells us, in the pillars. The Putra Mosque
is just as pink on the inside, leaving Worcester College’s chapel8 green with envy.

Tuesday 7th July
It’s the final practise exam, deemed to be the Mathematical Ashes, which for the second
time in three years finds itself well-timed in relation to its cricket counterpart. There is a
both a trophy and an urn full of charred (mostly British) mathematics, which were only
found hidden in a cupboard in Leeds last week, so they are not with us. Naturally, this
has been interpreted as a sign of our confidence in retaining the title, and typical colonial
arrogance.
It appears initially that no-one will be earning the title, as we are locked out of our usual
classroom, and the alternative has plenty of sofas, but neither tables nor chairs. All is
resolved quickly, and before too long, it’s time for another marathon bout of marking.
About five hours later, Andrew and I have met to agree our marks and are able to make
the dramatic announcement that this year we have a tie, on 84 points apiece.
Incidentally, no we didn’t fiddle it. If nothing else, I’m definitely not good enough at
addition to track these sorts of sums in my head. And so the spoils, and the celebrations
are shared. Warren and Neel are keen that it be mentioned here that the UK won the
bowling, with which the students occupied their afternoon, so consider it mentioned here.
Our final Malaysian meal involves multi-coloured dim sum by the far side of Putrajaya
Lake. Almost certainly the most greens some of the team have eaten all week...

Wednesday 8th July
Because of my complicated post-IMO itinerary, AirAsia will be a major feature of my life
over the coming weeks, so perhaps I should be careful what I say. First impressions are
not good. The online check-in software would have been out-of-date in the late 90s, and
within an at the time completely empty plane, the algorithm assigns us seats 23A, 23B,
23C, 23D, 23E, 23F, 24A and 8F. Still, you get what you pay for, and we did not pay a
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lot at all. What we get is a flight to Thailand, during which we meet the Malaysian team,
and our own students attempt one of the hardest outstanding problems from last year’s
shortlist.
We arrive in Chiang Mai, and find an impressive greeting party from the IMO, who seem
organised, keen to present us with garlands, and even more enthusiastic about taking photos
than me. Our guide, Korn, leads us onwards to the Lotus Hotel, where the students will
be staying for the duration of the competition. Our initial impression is that the rooms are
lovely, the lobby is full of familiar faces, and the dessert is bright blue jelly. So far seems
an excellent venue choice.
I’ve been in touch with BBC World about a live interview tomorrow morning. There’s
been some confusion with photographs, so they are particularly keen to talk to Neel about
his experiences as a girl attending international maths camps. Even in the event of finding
an alternative narrative arc, the arrival of 600 technophile teenagers is putting strain on
the hotel’s wifi. Skype seems a distant possibility, given the difficulty even in following an
exciting first day of the (original) Ashes, featuring our second-favourite prodigious Joe9 ,
via text. The Anglophone viewers of SE Asia will have to contain their excitement for now.

Thursday 9th July
We are up painfully early, in order to arrive painfully early at the opening ceremony. We
have our first experience of song thaew, the ubiquitous red taxi minibuses. Though rather
reminiscent of a police van, at least it’s a chance to get to know each other better. The
team have brought their flags and brushed up smartly, and seem keen to pose with everyone
who asks. Security is very tight - we are scanned repeatedly and our temperatures taken.
We have a three hour wait, the giant hall is very stuffy, and it’s not clear whether we will be
allowed to leave in a medical emergency. Five of the team work on C8, while Joe continues
his quest to experience the first aid facilities at every IMO he attends. The room is very
well-equipped, and the staff seem keen to use as much of the equipment as possible on Joe,
but eventually they are persuaded that a horizontal surface and a glass of water will more
than suffice in this instance. I find this gently air-conditioned room by some margin the
most pleasant place in Chiang Mai so far.
All of this endeavour is for the benefit and protection of the princess, who, as an enthusiastic
supporter of STEM and enrichment is guest of honour. Her throne is suitably gold, and
her entrance suitably Sheba-esque. Because of the presence of royalty, we are informed
that our team procession across the stage must be formal - no projectile key rings this
year. She departs with commensurate fanfare at the end of a remarkably short ceremony
with tragically minimal levels of folkloric dancing, then there is the opportunity for more
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spontaneous expression, and an infinite number of photographs. The trend of the past
two years that UK team members should carry others on their shoulders at such events
seems to have become firmly established, to the chagrin of risk assessment form writers
everywhere, though Sam and Warren appear reliable chariots this time. I try to ask as
many of the officials as possible what their medals are for, but it’s tough getting many
replies. I guess Thais are uniformly very heroic.
The afternoon stretches out somewhat, so we visit the Suan Dok temple, where everything is
gold or brilliant marble. Apparently anyone who rings all of the many bells and gongs that
line the perimeter will become famous, and some of our team are extremely enthusiastic
to test this hypothesis, to the annoyance of the many feral dogs who had been enjoying a
mid-afternoon snooze in the grounds.
The students are keen for an early night, but not before a dance-off to some Thai music
videos. While channel-hopping, they find some coverage of the opening ceremony on the
news, including a brief clip of our bow and sashay across the stage. We were not together.
At all. Jill and I retire to the lobby, where no-one has the heart to tell the hapless Elvis
impersonator that he has forgotten to turn on his microphone.

Friday 10th July
The students are up fairly early for the first paper10 . They are allowed to take in a
‘talisman’ small enough to fit in their hand, and a kedondong each, lovingly rescued from
Malaysia, seems the perfect choice. There is a mixture of nerves and excitement, but the
algorithm for getting 500 contestants into 500 desks seems sensible, and so there is little
for me to do except offer best wishes.
During the exam itself, the deputy leaders were whisked off to visit an elephant sanctuary.
I remain ambivalent about the principle of teaching animals to perform tricks, but at least
this show was tasteful, with a penalty shootout building to a triumphant climax unfamiliar
to England fans, and a sequence of live paintings that were genuinely remarkable. I also
take the chance for a short ride. It is clear that going uphill is a great deal more comfortable
than lurching downhill, especially when steps are involved. It was a memorable experience
to see these magnificent animals up close, and I hope the existence of such places helps
towards conservation in the wild too.
We return to meet the students directly after the exam. Warren seems unimpressed by
Q2, despite having solved it, while the others’ moods range from disappointed to bitterly
disappointed. We move on though, especially since it will turn out that many comparable
countries have a similar reaction to this question, for which the crucial division into cases
is more tedious than one might hope for under competition time pressure.
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Mindful that the hotel is likely to be rife with unhelpful gossip all afternoon, the UK team
and Luke from Ireland head off for the old walled city in the centre of Chiang Mai. First a
museum of the region’s cultural heritage, with plenty of information about basket-weaving,
and answers to Neel et al’s further questions about karma, such as whether it is a universal
conserved quantity. The Lan Chang temple offers sleeping dogs, gilded dragons and the
chance to meditate on the fact that there’s more to life than technical number theory
problems. We go again tomorrow.

Saturday 11th July
The second paper dawns. Neel and Joe seem to be competing to see who can wear the
team polo shirt for the most days consecutively, so again we watch our mostly turquoise
band file through the various entrances into the exam hall. The deputies have nothing to
do this morning, so John from USA and James from Canada and I want to go walking up
the lower reaches of the Doi Suthep mountain. Despite about 600,000 hits on Google for
‘Chiang Mai hike’, both our guides and the hotel staff tell us this is literally impossible.
They recommend walking along the side of the three-lane highway instead.
The hikes mentioned online turn out to be literally entirely possible. I briefly slip flat on
my back, and now have the exact imprint of a bottle cap in the middle of my spine, but
otherwise it is enjoyable. Lunch at a nearby restaurant offering North-Eastern Thai food is
incredible, and it’s lucky the exam is finishing soon, otherwise I would have happily eaten
twice my body weight.
We return to find the lobby overwhelmed with the news that today’s paper was hurriedly
rewritten last night, after the original version was revealed accidentally to some DLs yesterday. The UK students are again unhappy. It’s been a long year of enjoyable mathematics
and worthwhile training, and no one likes to see it end in tears of frustration after both
papers. But maths competitions are exciting precisely because sometimes even strong students struggle, and it doesn’t reduce the value of the mathematics they have experienced
together during preparation.
While that might hold in abstract, in practice it seems sensible to find more active immediate distraction. We find a path to the bottom of a waterfall, then a trail to the top of the
same waterfall through the jungle. Lawrence enjoys using a leaf almost as long as himself
as a fan, and Sam, leading our march, regularly shakes a particularly luscious tree besides
the path, to induce a refreshing shower onto those bringing up the rear. By the end, we
are all sweatier, but I hope also more grounded about the cosmic importance (or not) of
making the most shrewd substitutions in a functional equation.
Geoff is now allowed to see the students, and we enjoy a relief from rice with a rare Western
meal, before I transfer to the leaders’ hotel, where we will be working hard at the scripts
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over the next few days.

Sunday 12th July
I spend many hours reading the students’ scripts for the medium questions 2 and 5. Psychologically, this solitude is quite a sudden shift after so many days of constant group
interaction. Although only one of the twelve solutions is complete, I’m really pleased with
how everyone has presented their progress. We’ve spoken a lot at the camps during the
year about how to write up maths under various kinds of pressure so that it is intelligible
to other human beings. All the boys have been very clear this year, so they should get
plenty of marks and coordinating won’t cause much drama.
By comparison with the student site, the leaders’ hotel has slightly better views, slightly
better food, and an even more appalling lift availability algorithm. When the work is done
for the day, I meet Jill and the students at the night market, where Lawrence is sharing
round a packet of fried giant crickets. They have enjoyed their excursion, especially the
visit to an umbrella and other handicraft factory, where it seems they did their best to
re-inflate the Thai economy. Neel has a three foot wide fan, hand-painted in a style evoking
My Little Pony. While it doesn’t quite conjure the demure grace of, say, Callas as Butterfly,
it does induce a billowing wind tunnel effect, which is appreciated in the back of our taxi.

Monday 13th July
Today is the main day of coordination, when Geoff and I meet local markers to agree the
UK students’ scores. Over breakfast we decide to ask for a solitary 1 for Joe’s hastilywritten summary of Q6 in our first meeting. After some not especially thrilling wrangling
about the meaning of the phrases ‘combinatorial description’ and ‘non-trivial progress’, we
get what we want without having to deploy my carefully-worded speech.
This will turn out to be by some margin the most challenging meeting. On Q2, they
have already decided to forgive Warren’s microscopic omission, and the mark schemes
are extremely precise, especially for the middle problems which normally cause the most
trouble. Everyone seems to be interpreting them sensibly and similarly so there are no
delays, and we are able to bring forward the easy11 geometry meeting, and confirm all our
marks by 5pm. We have {10, 17, 19, 19, 19, 25}, which is certainly respectable, even if it
does mean, to Geoff’s infinite chagrin after his boasts at breakfast, that we are beaten by
France.
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We’ve been keeping the students up to date via text while they’ve been petting elephants
and dipping their feet in hot springs. We meet them for dinner, where they are disappointed
at the lack of dramatic gossip about the process, but pleased with their scores, especially
the efficient accumulation of part marks on the harder questions. It remains to be seen
tomorrow what colour of medals all of this will generate.

Tuesday 14th July
While the UK is done, and I find some more obscure temples in town, other countries
continue their final coordinations. It looks like Australia will have its best ever performance,
with at least two students sure to receive gold medals, and the rumour is snowballing that
USA has won, for the first time since the mid 90s. The students have been attending the
IMO lectures this morning, and it seems that Ravi Vakil’s talk on ‘The Mathematics of
Doodling’ has really got the UK boys thinking about space and the meaning of orientation.
Tiring of the comical lift process, I investigate the hotel’s external fire exit, disturbing a
flock of pigeons, and a rat the size of a small dachshund. In pursuit of more interesting
wildlife, Jill suggests we take the students to Chiang Mai Zoo for the afternoon. Sam
and Harvey enjoy the real-life version of Hungry Hippos, and we find an enclosure with a
large12 , odd number of tortoises, of which precisely one is feeling rather, ahem, left out.
The main attraction though is the giant panda Chaung Chaung, who we get to see eating
his bamboo with the satisfied langour of a chubby toddler.
We diverge again so I can attend the final jury meeting, where after some brief admin, we
pass rapidly to the medal boundaries. There is a new protocol in place this year, which I
will leave for Geoff to explain, but the only non-trivial decision to be made is whether the
gold cut-off should be rather higher than ideal or slightly lower than ideal. I disagree very
strongly with some of the baffling comments which are made on both sides, but only the
leaders have a say in this, and the end result is a narrow victory for the higher cutoff13 .
The UK upshot is that our triumvirate scoring 19 scrape into the silvers, while Warren
unfortunately misses out on gold by one point for the third competition in a row. It’s hard
to know what to say in these circumstances, but at least by meeting up with the Australian
and American teams, we find other students in similar positions, and the feelings of elation
and disappointment can be more widely shared.
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Wednesday 15th July
I’ve got the rest of my life to lie in, so decide to cycle to the temple at the top of Doi Suthep.
I rent the fanciest bike I can find, for B300, and, to the astonishment of everyone, a helmet
for B200. Given the standard of driving, which is at times even worse than Colombia, this
seems an absolute bargain. The ride itself though is more exertive than enjoyable, with no
real views except the temple at the top, which is more extensive and more gold than the
others in town, but also far more busy, which rather spoils the effect.
The real business of the day is the closing ceremony, held through the afternoon in the giant
theatre within the student hotel. There’s an excellent drumming and dancing ensemble,
and a beautifully-edited video of the IMO activities, which one probably ought to describe
as comprehensive rather than a vignette. After about an hour, the medals are awarded,
with a great deal more efficiency than normal. The idea to go in decreasing order of score
within increasing order of medal is unusual, but does mean that our 19-ers receive their
silvers together. Warren and Michael from USA compete for who can get their flag in the
premier position. There are a few speeches, and a preview of IMO 2016 in Hong Kong,
before we are released for more photographs and an early dinner.
The notion of having an indoor food market as part of the closing banquet is a good one,
though it is a struggle to decide whether items are sweet or savoury. Lawrence, Joe and
Sam get the chance to show off just how far their chopstick abilities have improved with
tricky numbers like ribs and fruit salad. Then the live music starts, and whoever did
the soundcheck has some questions to answer, as we can genuinely feel the bass vibrating
through our chairs. We retire to the lobby which is, despite the continuing efforts of Elvis,
much quieter. As various teams gather, and the students loiter to make final use of the
games in the recreation room, this year’s IMO draws to a close.

Thursday 16th July
My flight to Mandalay14 is not until later, but I join Geoff to meet the rest of the UK group
at Chiang Mai airport at 7am. Some of our students are looking rather rough round the
edges, for a mixture of illness- and fatigue-related reasons, and there is enthusiasm only
for a final round of anti-nausea medication. I’m sure it will be a fun 36 hours for everyone.
In any case, soon they are off for a 12 hour layover in KL then home, and I have several
hours to ponder.
My only negative thought about this year’s IMO was that the difficulty of the papers
reduced the number of students who could feel the satisfaction of completing a medium or
hard problem. Earning silver medals based on the easiest problems and part marks is not,
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in my opinion, entirely the idea, but of course it is the same for everyone. It’s probably also
a good reflection on our training programme that the majority of our students feel they
wanted to do much better, while we nonetheless came 22nd, with an entirely respectable
medal haul. Certainly any disappointment felt about this result should not negate the
value of everything they’ve learned by solving problems, and from discussions with each
other and the staff during our training. In all other regards this IMO seemed a triumph.
Students from all countries seem to have enjoyed themselves, and I’ve had a good time too.
Our camp for new students will be held in Oxford in just a few weeks’ time, and five of
this team are eligible for Hong Kong next year. There’s plenty of interesting mathematics
just around the corner. But right now, I’ve got to board the world’s most questionable
aircraft, so consider it announced that I might have solved the Riemann hypothesis, and
we’ll let fate run its course.

Final Words
Training a UK team and taking them to the IMO requires a huge amount of effort from a
large number of people. Thanks are particularly due to:
• All the academic and pastoral staff at our camps this year in Oxford, Hungary, Cambridge and Tonbridge, and the UKMT office, especially Bev, who ensured everything
ran smoothly. Also everyone who helped set just about enough problems to sate the
voracious appetites of our students.
• Alison, Lina, Mun, and the other staff at Nexus International School, where our stay
was pleasant and conducive to good mathematics.
• Everyone involved with IMO 2015 who ran a competition which was, from the angles
I saw at least, almost faultless. In particular, our guide, Korn, who couldn’t have
been more helpful. We all wish him the best as he moves to Columbia next month.
• Paul Janssen, the inventor of Imodium, without whose contribution to science many
moments of this trip would have been much less comfortable for the protagonists.
• Geoff and Jill, who were excellent colleagues in every sense through the challenging
and the joyous moments of this year’s trip.
• Our team, comprising Joe, Lawrence, Sam, Warren, Neel and Harvey, who are all
thoroughly nice people. It’s been a pleasure to watch them improve together through
the past few months, and I’m sure they will go far in whatever mathematical or
non-mathematical avenues they choose over the years to come.
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